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Surbiton High School: Ethos and Aims 

 

Surbiton High School aims to inspire, encourage and empower our young people to discover and embrace their 

individuality in an intellectually rigorous academic environment. Balanced with outstanding pastoral care, our 

students become compassionate, respectful, courageous, and inquisitive members of the community, living 

out the School’s motto: Amor nos semper ducat (May love always lead us).  

 

Our Values 

 

We are compassionate:  

We are kind and we care, in both thought and action. We consider those less fortunate and strive to support 

and offer aid. We are mindful of the gentle power of positive actions. We support and encourage those around 

us.  

 

We are respectful:   

We respect all people equally. We respect ourselves, our learning, our community, our environment, and 

the planet we all share. We strive to act with respect and integrity in all things. When we disagree, we do so 

respectfully.  

 

We are courageous:  

When challenged by our fears we are determined, not deterred. We call on resilience for strength when in the 

heat of the struggle. We bravely chase our dreams and fight for what we believe. When we fall, we pick 

ourselves up and forge forward. 

 

We are inquisitive:  

We understand that a thoughtful question is the key to unlock understanding. We believe where answers 

provide ends, questions pose exciting beginnings. We are eager to explore, we question to discover, we are 

curious to learn more of the world at large.  

 

We are a community:  

We are united - with a common focus. We value belonging to a wider community: our school community, our 

local community, our global community. We are inclusive of all, no matter our differences. We value and 

nurture the connections we form. 

 

 

We achieve these aims through our Charter for Happiness and Well-being. Our pupils: 

• are inspired to deploy their highest strengths to tackle all situations, developing a growth mind-set 

and a can-do attitude, equipped with the tools to maximise their positive emotions 

• are encouraged to find their niche, to be fully engaged in educational activities and to meet the 

highest challenges that come their way 

• are coached and encouraged to develop strong relationships, to be empathetic and responsive to the 

needs of themselves and others 

• are empowered to lead a meaningful life, to be able to understand what their goals are and to know 

what they are striving for 

• are empowered to draw strength from celebrating their accomplishments, in order to tackle new 

challenges 

 

We achieve these aims through our inculcation of Learning Habits. Our children: 
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• are inspired in their thinking, to ask questions, to make connections, to imagine possibilities, to 

reason methodically and to capitalise on their resources 

• are encouraged to be emotionally invested in their learning, persevering in the face of difficulties, 

noticing subtle differences and patterns, managing their distractions, and becoming absorbed in their 

learning 

• are empowered to be fully involved in their learning, growing in interdependence, collaborating 

effectively, listening empathetically to others, and imitating their learning habits 

• are inspired, encouraged, and empowered to be productive, planning their learning in advance, 

revising and reviewing their progress, distilling important information, and developing their own 

meta-learning 

 

 

 

United Learning and the United Church Schools’ Trust 
 

Surbiton High School is part of United Learning and the United Church Schools’ Trust. The School has an Anglican 

foundation, valuing its Christian heritage whilst welcoming staff and children from all faiths and none. We share 

with United Learning its core mission statement “to bring out the best in everyone”. We are committed to the 
aims of United Learning, including its Framework for Excellence, which can be found at: 

www.unitedlearning.org.uk  

 
 

 

Scope 

 

 

It is in everyone’s interest that concerns and complaints are resolved at the earliest possible stage. Many 

issues can be resolved informally, without the need to use the formal stages of the Complaints Procedure.  

 

This Policy deals with concerns or complaints from parents of current pupils and parents of former pupils 

provided the complaint was initially raised when the pupil was still registered at the School.  Please note for 

the purpose of this policy the term “parents” refers to parents/carers/legal guardians. 
 

Any member of the public may also raise a concern or complaint about the facilities or services provided by 

the School.  In these rare instances, and where the matter raised falls within scope, the Principal is authorised 

to use this policy to investigate and respond to the complainant in writing. 

  

Early Years Foundation Stage: written complaints about the fulfilment of the EYFS requirements will be 

investigated in accordance with Stage 1 of the Complaints Procedure and the complainant will be notified of 

the outcome of the investigation within 28 calendar days of the complaint being received. Formal Stage 2 

process will be available to complainants if they remain dissatisfied with the outcome at Stage 1.  

 

The School will provide Ofsted and ISI (as appropriate), on request, with a written record of all complaints 

made during any specified period, their outcome and the action that was taken. It will include details of 

whether the complaint was upheld.  

 

http://www.unitedlearning.org.uk/
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Complainants may also complain directly to ISI or OFSTED if they believe that the School is not meeting   the 

EYFS requirements:  

 

ISI may be contacted on 020 7600 0100 or by email: concerns@isi.net  

Ofsted may be contacted on 0300 123 4666 or by email: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk 

 

Appeals regarding a permanent exclusion, required removal and suspension are managed in accordance with 

Stage 3 of this procedure.  

 

This procedure covers all concerns and complaints about the facilities and services provided by the School 

except where these are covered by separate, statutory policies as described in the table below.  

 

Admissions or appeals Appeals against admissions are managed under the Admissions Policy.  

Matters likely to require 

a Child Protection 

Investigation 

This procedure does not apply to safeguarding concerns regarding 

children or allegations of abuse made against teachers, and other staff, 

including supply teachers and volunteers, which are managed under the 

School’s Safeguarding Policy.  

If you have serious concerns, you may wish to contact the local authority 

designated officer (LADO) who has local responsibility for safeguarding 

or the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH).  

 

LADO : Lorissa Webber/Julie Fisher/Jacqueline Alsop TEL : 07774 332675 

EMAIL : lado@achievingforchildren.org.uk 

 

MASH : TEL: 0208 547 5008 EMAIL: lscb-support@kingrichlscb.org.uk 

  
Staff grievances Complaints from staff will be dealt with under United Learning’s 

Grievance Procedures, available on the United Hub.  

Staff conduct Complaints about staff will be dealt with under the School’s internal 
disciplinary procedures, if appropriate. 

Complainants will not be informed of any disciplinary action taken 

against a staff member as a result of a complaint. However, the 

complainant will be notified that the matter is being addressed. 

Subject Access Requests Subject Access Requests please see the Parent and Pupil Privacy notice  

Whistleblowing United Learning has an internal Whistleblowing Procedure for all our 

employees, including temporary staff and contractors.  

The Secretary of State for Education is the prescribed person for matters 

relating to education for whistle-blowers in education who do not want 

to raise matters direct with their employer. Referrals can be made at: 

www.education.gov.uk/contactus. 

Volunteer staff who have concerns about our School should complain 

through the School’s Complaints Procedure. 

Complaints concerning a 

third party, or services 

used by the School 

Please raise the matter directly with the provider. 

Anonymous Complaints We will not normally respond to anonymous complaints; however, the 

Principal and chair of governors will determine whether an issue raised 

in this way needs investigating. 

  

mailto:concerns@isi.net
mailto:enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SUR_Admissions.pdf
https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SUR_Child_Protection_19_2_24.pdf
https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SUR_Pupil_and_Parent_Privacy_Notice_31_01_24.pdf
https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/SUR_Whistleblowing_10_1_24.pdf
http://www.education.gov.uk/contactus
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If other bodies are investigating aspects of the complaint, for example the police, local authority (LA) 

safeguarding teams or Tribunals, this may impact on our ability to adhere to the timescales within this policy 

or result in the procedure being suspended until those public bodies have completed their investigations. If 

this happens, we will inform you of a proposed new timescale. 

 

If a complainant commences legal action against Surbiton High School in relation to their complaint, we will 

consider whether to suspend the Complaints Procedure until those legal proceedings have concluded.  

 

We do not expect our staff to tolerate unacceptable behaviour and will take action to protect staff from that 

behaviour, including that which is abusive, offensive or threatening. The School will immediately suspend the 

complaint process where the behaviour of the complainant is deemed to be ‘unreasonable’. 
 

Where a complaint is deemed by the School to be unreasonable or vexatious there will be no further action 

taken by the School. (Further clarity is provided within section 3.8) 

 

Implementation  

  

Complainants must raise the complaint within three months of the incident or, where a series of associated 

incidents have occurred, within three months of the last of these incidents. The School will only consider 

complaints made outside of this time frame if exceptional circumstances apply. 

 

The timescales for any complaints made outside of term time will be considered to have commenced on the 

first day of term. 

 

 

The right to withdraw a complaint: the complainant may withdraw a complaint at any stage of the process 

described below. Written confirmation may be requested to confirm that a complaint has been withdrawn. 

No further action will be taken when a complaint is withdrawn.  

 

Interpretation  

 

 The following definitions apply to the procedure outlined within this policy: 

 

Concerns are defined as having a worry or doubt over an issue considered to be important for which 

reassurances are sought.  

 

A complaint can be any matter about which a parent/carer is unhappy and seeks action by the School.   

 

Complainant- this term is used throughout this policy and refers to the parent/carer/legal guardian or any 

other individual bringing their complaint to the attention of the School.  

 

Chair- unless otherwise stated this refers to the Chair of the Local Governing Body. 

 

Clerk- Administrative support provided to the LGB, this is usually the LGB clerk or governance professional. 
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All timescales within this policy refer to ‘working days’ when the School is in session. These therefore exclude 

weekends, school holidays and INSET days. (See appendix 1) 

 

Independent member of a panel at stage 3 – this individual must be independent of the management and 

governance of the School itself and have no knowledge of the complaint.  The School may use governors from 

other schools across both sectors of the United Learning to fulfil this role. An independent lay person may 

also be used. 

 

The School defines ‘unreasonable’ as that which hinders our consideration of complaints because of the 

frequency or nature of the complainant’s contact with the School, such as, if the complainant:  

refuses to articulate their complaint or specify the grounds of a complaint or the outcomes sought by raising 

the complaint, despite offers of assistance. 

 

• refuses to co-operate with the complaint investigation process.  

• refuses to accept that certain issues are not within the scope of the Complaints Procedure. 

• insists on the complaint being dealt with in ways which are incompatible with the Complaints 

Procedure or with good practice. 

• introduces trivial or irrelevant information which they expect to be considered and commented on 

• raises large numbers of detailed but unimportant questions, and insists they are fully answered, often 

immediately and to their own timescales. 

• makes unjustified complaints about staff who are trying to deal with the issues and seeks to have 

them replaced. 

• changes the basis of the complaint as the investigation proceeds.  

• repeatedly makes the same complaint (despite previous investigations or responses concluding that 

the complaint is groundless or has been addressed). 

• refuses to accept the findings of the investigation into that complaint where the School’s Complaints 

Procedure has been fully and properly implemented and completed including referral to the 

Department for Education. 

• seeks an unrealistic or unmeritorious outcome.  

• makes excessive demands on School time by frequent, lengthy and complicated contact with staff 

regarding the complaint in person, in writing, by email and by telephone while the complaint is being 

dealt with. 

• uses threats to intimidate. 

• uses abusive, offensive, or discriminatory language or violence. 

• knowingly provides falsified information. 

• publishes unacceptable information related to the complaint on social media or other public forums. 

 

Complaint campaigns: This is defined as the receipt of large volumes of complaints which could be all based 

on the same subject or receipt of numbers of complaints from complainants unconnected with the School. 

 

In these rare instances, the School will seek advice from United Learning central office, and we would expect 

to provide a response to a complaint campaign within 30 working days.  

 

The School may respond using a template response to all complainants. Alternatively, the School may choose 

to publish a single response on its website.  
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The Complaints Process 

 

Stage 1 - Informal ‘Listen and respond’ 
 

It is to be hoped that most concerns can be expressed and resolved on an informal basis. The LGB encourage 

those that have concerns to raise them with the appropriate person at the School (e.g., your child’s class 
teacher) and to work constructively with that person towards resolving them. Most concerns can be dealt 

with without resorting to the formal stages of the Complaints Procedure. We recognise that the sooner 

concerns are raised, the easier it is for an appropriate resolution to be found.  

 

Please see the following details of School contacts:  

 

• Pastoral concerns should normally be made to your child’s Form Tutor or Head of Year, Head of Sixth 

Form - Jon Owen, Vice-Principal – Kavita Patel, Principal - Rebecca Glover or Head of the relevant Prep 

School 

• Academic Concerns would be made through the Head of Department or Senior Vice-Principal – 

Hannah Horwood. 

• If the nature of your concern is broader and may cover both academic and pastoral issues, then 

concerns should be directed to the Senior Vice-Principal - Hannah Horwood. 

 

Complainants should not approach individual governors to raise concerns or complaints. They have no power 

to act on an individual basis and it may also prevent them from considering complaints at Stage 3 of the 

procedure.  

 

The member of staff will acknowledge the complaint as soon as possible, normally within 3 working days of 

receipt. They will try to identify areas of agreement and clarify any misunderstandings that might have 

occurred.  They may make a written record of your concern or complaint, the date on which it was received, 

and then try to resolve the matter themselves or refer you to the appropriate person.   

 

Most matters can be resolved satisfactorily within 15 working days. If the issue remains unresolved a request 

may be made for a formal resolution at stage 2.   

 

Stage 2 - Formal ‘Investigate and Respond’ 
 

Formal complaints must be made to the Principal (unless they are about the Principal), via the Principal’s 

office. This may be done in person, via email or in writing.  The School advises that complainants use the 

complaints form provided at appendix 2.  

 

If the complaint is about the Principal, it should be made to the Chair of the Local Governing Body (LGB), via 

the LGB clerk. This can be done by letter to the Principal’s office for the attention of the Chair.   

 

The Principal (or LGB Clerk on behalf of the chair) will record the date the complaint is received and will 

acknowledge receipt of the complaint in writing (either by letter or email) within 3 working days.  
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Within this response, the Principal /Chair will seek to clarify the nature of the complaint, ask what remains 

unresolved and what outcome the complainant would like to see. The Principal can consider whether a face-

to-face meeting is the most appropriate way of doing this.  

 

It may be necessary for the Principal /Chair to carry out further investigation. In Investigating, the Principal 

/chair will consider all evidence they deem relevant. This may include, but is not limited to: 

 

▪ obtaining statements from the complainant and those involved with the complaint. 

▪ meeting/speaking with the complainant and those involved in the complaint.   

▪ reviewing relevant correspondence and other documents relating to the complaint 

During the investigation, the Principal/Chair (or investigator) will keep a written record of any 

meetings/interviews in relation to their investigation. 

 

At the conclusion of their investigation, the Principal/Chair will provide a formal written response within 30 

working days of the date of receipt of the complaint. If the Principal/Chair is unable to meet this deadline, 

they will provide the complainant with an update and revised response date. 

 

The final written response will detail any actions taken to investigate the complaint and provide a full 

explanation of the decision(s) made and the reason(s).  

 

After considering all matters the Principal/Chair considers relevant, the Principal/Chair can decide to: 

▪ uphold the complaint and, where appropriate, direct that certain action is taken.  

▪ uphold the complaint in part (in other words find an aspect or aspects of the complaint to be 

valid, but not the whole complaint) and, where appropriate, direct that certain action is taken.  

▪ dismiss the complaint entirely. 

The Principal/Chair will advise the complainant of how to escalate their complaint should they remain 

dissatisfied with the outcome of Stage 2.  

 

Complaints about individual governors or the LGB -Where a complaint concerns a governor or the LGB, the 

complainant should contact the LGB clerk. The LGB clerk will seek advice from the Head of Local Governance 

and advise the complainant accordingly.  

 

Complaints about the CEO, United Learning officers or members of United Learning Central Team-Where a 

complaint concerns a member of United Learning staff, this should be referred to the Company Secretary, 

Alison Hussain, (Alison.Hussain@unitedlearning.org.uk) who will determine the most appropriate person to 

review the complaint and advise the complainant accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Alison.Hussain@unitedlearning.org.uk
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Stage 3 – Formal ‘Panel Hearing’ 
 

The complainant is entitled to request a review of the decision and the actions taken at Stage 2. Stage 3 

provides for a panel hearing consisting of three people who were not directly involved in the matters detailed 

in the complaint with one panel member who is independent of the management and running of the School. 

 

This is the final stage of the Complaints Procedure. 

 

 

Requests for a review at stage 3 should be made in writing to the School no later than 15 working days after 

receipt of written notification of the decision at Stage 2.  Requests made outside of this time frame will only 

be considered in exceptional circumstances.  

 

The request should include a summary of the complaint, why the complainant it dissatisfied with the outcome 

of stage 2 and the outcome they are seeking.  The School advises that it is helpful to use the complaint form 

provided at appendix 2. 

 

A Stage 3 panel hearing examines the evidence and actions taken at Stage 2 and provides an opportunity for 

the complainant to put any remaining concerns forward to the LGB. The panel will not review any new 

complaints at this stage or consider evidence unrelated to the initial complaint to be included. New complaints 

must be dealt with from Stage 1 of the procedure. 

 

The panel hearing will be held in private either remotely or face-to-face within the School. Electronic 

recordings of meetings or conversations are not normally permitted unless a complainant’s own disability or 
special needs require it. Prior knowledge and consent of all parties attending must be sought before meetings 

or conversations take place. Consent will be recorded in any minutes taken. 

 

The Timescale for stage 3 is 30 working days from receipt of a request to review the decision to the final 

written outcome.  

       

The following steps are taken at Stage 3. 

 

 

1. The clerk will acknowledge the written request for the complaint to be reviewed within 5 working 

days of receipt.  

 

2. The clerk will convene a panel of three people who were not directly involved in the detail of the 

complaint, one of which must be independent of the running and management of the School, to 

review the complaint.  

 

3. The clerk will write to the complainant to inform them of the date of the meeting. They will aim to 

convene a meeting within 20 working days of receipt of the Stage 2 request. If this is not possible, the 

clerk will provide an anticipated date and keep the complainant informed.  

 

4. If the complainant rejects the offer of three proposed dates, without good reason, the clerk will 

decide when to hold the meeting. It will then proceed in the complainant’s absence on the basis of 
written submissions from both parties. 
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5. The complainant or the panel may request further evidence to support the Stage 3 review. Copies of 

any such information must be supplied to all parties no later than 5 working days prior to the meeting 

or 3 working days if requested after receipt of the full pack of documents. Panels cannot normally 

consider evidence that is supplied after this time.  

 

6. The panel hearing is not a court case, will be as informal as circumstances allow and conducted in 

such a manner as at the discretion of the panel. The panel members are not legally trained and 

therefore cannot make findings as to points of law.  

 

7. The panel may speak with the following, either as part of the review meeting, or as part of any further 

investigation:  

 

• the complainant 

• the Principal (or LGB chair as appropriate) who investigated the complaint and made the decision at 

Stage 2  

• relevant persons involved the complaint. 

• persons whom, in the view of the panel, can provide relevant advice and information relating to the 

subject of the complaint and the review process at Stage 3   

 

8. All parties invited to attend a panel hearing are entitled to be accompanied by a family 

member/friend/representative as appropriate. Legal representatives or representatives from the 

media are not permitted to attend the panel meeting. The clerk must be notified at least 3 working 

days in advance of the hearing of the name and occupation of any accompanying person. 

9. Complainants are asked to advise the clerk of any relevant disability or accessibility requirement so 

that the School may provide appropriate support. 

10. A panel hearing may proceed notwithstanding the complainant may subsequently decide not to 

attend, in which case, the panel will consider the complaint in absentia and issue findings on the 

substance of the complaint, thereby bringing the matter to a conclusion. 

11. Wherever possible, the panel should resolve the complaint without the need for further investigation. 

Where further investigation is required, the panel will decide how it should be carried out and may  

ask for any further information as it considers necessary, in order to be able to reach a finding in 

respect of the complaint.  

12. After due consideration of all facts considered relevant, the panel will make findings as to whether 

the Stage 2 decision was a reasonable one and accordingly can decide to: 

 

• uphold the complaint and if appropriate recommend that certain action be taken to resolve it; 

• uphold the complaint in part (in other words find an aspect or aspects of the complaint to be valid, 

but not the whole complaint) and if appropriate recommend certain action to be taken, or 

• dismiss the complaint entirely. 

 

13. The panel may make recommendations to the School as a result of its deliberations but has no power 

to compel the School to take action. 

14. A letter of outcome will be provided to the complainant within 5 working days of the date of the 

review panel hearing. A copy of this letter will also be provided to the Principal, (or LGB chair as 

appropriate) who investigated the complaint at stage 2, and, where relevant, the person complained 

about.  

15. The letter of outcome will include relevant information (as appropriate) for appeal via Alternative 

Dispute Resolution 
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16. A confidential written record of all complaints that are made in accordance with the formal stage of 

this procedure will be kept by the School. The written record will include whether the complaint has 

been resolved following a formal procedure and whether it proceeded to a panel review hearing. It 

will also refer to any action taken by the School, regardless of whether the complaint has been upheld.  

17. The School will ensure that, in accordance with the Education (Independent School Standards) 

Regulations 2014, a copy of the findings and recommendations made at the panel review stage are 

made available for inspection on the School premises by United Learning and the Principal. All 

correspondence statements and records relating to individual complaints will be kept confidential, 

except where the Secretary of State or a body conducting an inspection under section 109 of the 2008 

Act requests access to them. 

18. Decision to exclude a pupil - Any complaint of a decision taken by the Principal to exclude or require 

the removal of the pupil will be governed by this Stage [2/3] of the School’s Complaints Procedure. 
The Panel will review the circumstances having regard to the process followed by the Principal and 

consider whether the Principal’s decision was reasonable and proportionate. The Panel may either 

uphold or dismiss the complaint. If the complaint is upheld the Panel may recommend that the 

Principal reconsiders their decision.  The Panel will explain in writing why any recommendation to 

reconsider a decision to exclude or remove a pupil has been made.   

 

Right of Appeal  

 

Alternative Dispute Resolution: Where the School is unable to resolve a complaint and the internal procedure 

has been exhausted, the School will let the complainant know that if they cannot settle the complaint, and 

they may contact the Ombudsman Service as a means of alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”). In providing 
the complainant with this information, the School will also indicate whether they are prepared to consider 

entering into ADR in that instance, as the School is not obliged to do so. 

 

Summary of Requirements 

 

The School will take all concerns and complaints seriously and will make every effort to deal with complaints 

informally, at an early stage, in the spirit of continued respect and partnership.  

 

This is a three-stage process. In most cases, any concern or complaint, regardless of whose attention to whom 

it is initially brought, should be discussed informally at stage 1, before being submitted to a formal process. 

Complaints concerning the Principal may proceed directly to formal process at Stage 2 and will be managed 

by the chair of the Local Governing Body (LGB). 

 

Whilst we endeavour to resolve all concerns and complaints informally, the School cannot compel 

complainants to use the informal stage 1 and will not refuse to progress a complaint to a formal stage if there 

has been no informal engagement.  

 

The School will accept complaints via email, writing or in person and whilst we advise the complainant to 

make use of the complaint form at appendix 2, there is no obligation for them to do so. 

 

The timescales defined for each stage of the process are outline in appendix 1.  

In exceptional circumstances the timescales for managing a complaint may be extended by mutual consent. 

These could include and are not limited to the following: request from the complainant to extend the 
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timescale, ill-health of the complainant, significant disruption to the School, force majeure, or as the result of 

enforced government restrictions. 

 

Complainants retain the right to appeal at the end of each stage of the process if they remain dissatisfied. The 

management of the complaint at School level ends at stage 3. 

 

Safeguarding 

 

Wherever a concern indicates that a child’s wellbeing or safety is at risk, the School is duty bound to act on 

this which may include reporting this immediately to the local authority.  Any action taken will be in 

accordance with the School’s Safeguarding Policy.  

 

Maintaining confidentiality   

 

Correspondence, statements and records relating to individual complaints are kept strictly confidential except 

where the Secretary of State or a body conducting an inspection under section 108 or 109 of the 2008 Act 

requests access to them.  

 

Concerns and complaints will therefore be dealt with confidentially at all stages and at the conclusion of the 

procedure. Confidentiality should be maintained all times by everyone involved. Complaints are not to be 

discussed externally by governors, staff or parents, including via social media. 

 

Actions taken in relation to School staff that arise from complaints will remain confidential to the School and 

the member of staff concerned.    

 

Maintaining Records  

 

Notes may be made to support the informal management of complaints and the School may also keep an 

informal record of any meeting held or any agreed action to be taken. These will be processed by the School 

in line with the relevant Privacy Notice. Records taken and used throughout the complaints process, including 

correspondence, notes of meetings, telephone calls etc., will be kept securely and in accordance with the 

principles of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Data Protection Act 2018.   

 

The record of complaints is kept for at least 7 years and may be kept for longer if there is a safeguarding 

aspect to the complaint. 

 

Monitoring the implementation of this policy 

 

The LGB is delegated the authority to monitor the implementation of the Complaints Policy at School level on 

behalf of the Board of Trustees of United Learning. It will review the log of complaints at termly intervals. It 

will review the number of complaints and whether they are resolved at the preliminary stage or proceed to a 

panel hearing, along with what actions have been taken, regardless of the decision. It will consider any lessons 

learned and make recommendations for any revisions to policy. 

 

The number of complaints registered under the formal procedure during the preceding School year is 

available on request from the Principal’s office.  

https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SUR_Child_Protection_19_2_24.pdf
https://www.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/SUR_Pupil_and_Parent_Privacy_Notice_31_01_24.pdf
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Appendix 1: Complaint Management Timelines 

Stage 1- Informal   ‘Listen and respond’  

 

Stage 2 – Formal – ‘Investigate and Respond’ ( Principal/Chair of Governors) 
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Stage 3- Formal LGB Panel Hearing 
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Appendix 2: Complaint Form 

 

  

Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS and return to the Principal’s office who will acknowledge receipt and explain 

what action will be taken.  

Your name   

Student’s name   

Your relationship to the student   

Address  

  

   

Postcode    

Contact telephone number (1)    

Contact telephone number (2)    

Please give details of your complaint below   

  

  

  

  

What action, if any, have you already taken to try and resolve your complaint? (To whom did you speak to 

and what was the response?)  

  

  

  

  

What actions do you feel might resolve the problem at this stage?  

  

  

 

  

Are you attaching any paperwork?  YES / NO  

If so, please give details.   

Signature:   Date:  

  

For Official use only   

Date acknowledgement sent    Complaint resolved at which stage    

Acknowledgement sent by    Complaint recorded in School records    

Complaint referred to        

Complaint referred on (date)        
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Document Information  

 

 

Version Number 10  

 

Reason for Version Change 1. Simplification of the complaint procedure  

2. Additional clarity is provided to the scope of 

the policy including a table of exceptions to 

rule an issue out of scope and signpost to the 

most appropriate policy for the management 

of these matters. 

3. Clarity regarding timescales for raising 

complaints, define working days and deal with 

those complaints raised outside of term time.  

4. Strengthening the policy to support schools 

managing serial or unreasonable complaints 

including clear definitions of ‘unreasonable’. 
5. Clarity concerning the complainant’s right to 

withdraw a complaint. 

6. Summary of requirements for record keeping 

related to complaints. 

Name of owner/author Rebecca Glover 

 

Name of individual/department responsible Rebecca Glover, Principal 

 

Governor responsible  Adrian McKeon  

 

Last reviewed by LGB  Sep 2023 
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Date issued 22nd April 2024 

 

Where available MIS, School website 

 

Review Date September 2024 

  

 


